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Abstract 
Mirwald, R. and C. P. Schnorr, The multiplicative complexity of quadratic boolean forms, Theoret- 
ical Computer Science 102 (1992) 307-328. 
Let the multiplicative complexity L(f) of a boolean function f be the minimal number of A -gates 
that are sufficient to evaluate f by circuits over the basis A, C&l. We characterize the multiplicative 
complexity L(f) of quadratic boolean forms f, it is half the rank of an associated matrix. Two 
quadratic boolean forms f; g have the same complexity L(f)=L(g) iff they are isomorphic by 
a linear isomorphism. We characterize computational independence of two quadratic boolean forms 
fi,fi in the sense that L(f,, f2)=L(fl)+L(f2). 
1. Summary 
Determining the circuit complexity of boolean functions is a major challenge to 
complexity theory. In this paper we consider the multiplicative complexity L(f) of 
boolean functions f; L(f) is the minimal number of A -gates (binary multiplications) 
that are sufficient to evaluate f by a circuit over the basis A, 0, 1. The constant 1 and 
0, the addition modulo 2, are free of charge. For the first time we evaluate the 
complexity of entire classes of boolean functions, that of quadratic forms. An n-ary 
quadratic (boolean) form is a polynomial f= Oi+jaijXiXj with coefficients 
UijEZ, = GF(2) and boolean variables xi,. . . , x,. It is helpful to analyze first the 
levej-one multiplicative complexity L,(f) of quadratic forms; L,(f) is the minimal 
number of A -gates that are sufficient to evaluate f by a circuit that has only one level 
of A -gates. 
In Section 2 we summarize basic concepts from complexity theory and from linear 
algebra. 
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In Section 3 we determine the multiplicative complexity of single quadratic forms. 
We characterize in Theorem 3.4 the L,-complexity in various ways. Theorem 3.5 
shows that every circuit which computes the quadratic form f with L(f) many 
A-gates has at most one level of A-gates. As a consequence, L(f) = L1 (f) holds for all 
quadratic forms f; furthermore, L(f) can easily be determined since it equals half the 
rank of an associated matrix. We conclude that L(f) = t iff f is isomorphic to the 
canonical form @:= 1 X2i- 1x2i. With an n-ary boolean form f we associate the dual 
domain D(f). D(f) is the smallest linear subspace U of n-ary linear boolean forms such 
that f; up to a linear form, can be written as a polynomial with inputs in U. For all 
quadratic forms f we have L(f) =3 dim D(f). For two quadratic formsf, ,f2 we have 
L(f, @f2)=L(fi)+L(f2) iff D(fr 0f2) is the direct sum of D(fi) and D(f2) (Corol- 
lary 3.8). The fraction of 2n-ary quadratic forms f that have maximal multiplicative 
complexity L(f)= n is greater than one third and at most one half of all 2n-ary 
quadratic forms (Theorem 3.10). 
In Section 4 we characterize the multiplicative complexity of pairs of 
quadratic forms. We first analyze the L,-complexity and we subsequently 
prove that the complexity measures L and L1 coincide for pairs of quadratic 
forms. We prove that for any two quadratic forms fi,f2 there exists a quadratic 
form g such that 
~l(flJ2)=wfi Os)+W2 Og)+Ug) 
L(f,)=L(fi@g)+L(g) for i-1,2. 
These equations describe an L,-minimal circuit for fr ,f2 consisting of two L-minimal 
circuits for fi and f2 with a common subcircuit for g. Theorem 4.1 establishes 
the existence of g. Theorem 4.2 characterizes for a canonical form f= @ f = 1 Xai _ 1 X2i 
the set of quadratic forms g with L(g)= 1 that help in computing f in the sense 
that L(f@ g)= L(f)- 1. Theorem 4.4 characterizes pairs of quadratic forms fi,f2 
that are computationally independent in the sense that Ll(fi,f2)= L(f,)+ L(f2). 
For given quadratic forms fi and f2 that are not computationally independent 
we can find in polynomial time a quadratic form g with L(g)= 1 which helps in 
computing both fi and f2 (Theorem 4.4). We prove in Theorem 4.5 that the 
maximal L,-complexity of pairs of n-ary quadratic forms is L3n/4 J. Finally, 
Theorem 4.6 shows that the complexity measures L1 and L coincide for pairs of 
quadratic forms. 
In Section 5 we consider the multiplicative complexity of sets { fi, ,f*} of quad- 
ratic boolean forms. We show that the complexity of almost all sets of r n-ary 
quadratic boolean forms has a lower bound L(fl, . . . , fi) 3 n d/3 (Theorem 5.1). 
Therefore, determining the multiplicative complexity of sets of quadratic boolean 
forms could lead to nonlinear circuit complexity lower bounds, a decisive break- 
through in complexity theory. It is open whether such lower bounds are provable or 
whether they are unprovable for fundamental reasons as has been conjectured in [9]. 
Sets of quadratic boolean forms seem to be the right test point for either proving 
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nonlinear circuit complexity lower bounds or understanding the reasons they may be 
unprovable. We show in Theorem 5.2 that the level-one multiplicative complexity of 
sets of r n-ary quadratic boolean forms is bounded from above and from below by the 
rank of corresponding n x n x r-tensors. Therefore, proving a lower bound to the 
L-complexity of sets of quadratic boolean forms requires proving a lower bound to 
the rank of the corresponding tensor. So far there is no example of a sequence of 
n x n x r tensors with coefficients in Z2 such that a lower rank bound has been proven 
which is nonlinear in n + r. Proving such a nonlinear lower rank bound seems to be 
a difficult task. By Theorem 5.2 this task is still easier than proving nonlinear circuit 
complexity lower bounds for sets of quadratic boolean forms. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let B,={f: Z~+.Z2} be the ring of n-ary boolean functions with the binary 
operations 0 (addition modulo 2), A (multiplication, logical and). According to the 
canonical isomorphism, we identify the ring B, with the factor ring 
zzcx1, ..., XnlMXl -x:, ..., x,,-x,‘). Here Zz[x Ir . . . . x,] is the ring of formal poly- 
nomials in the formal variables xi,. . . , x, with coefficients in the Galois field 
Z2=Z/2Z, and (xl-x~,...,x,-x,Z)~Zz[x 1, . . ., x,] is the ideal generated by the 
polynomials x1-x:, . . . . x,-xi. The equivalence class X~+(X~-X:,...,X,-XX,Z)CB, 
of the formal variable xi is the corresponding boolean variable in B, which is again 
denoted by xi. We associate with the boolean functionsf,, . . . ,fi the linear subspace 
(fi 9 . . . , fi) c B, generated by fi, . . . , f,, and which is called the span offi, . . . , jr. Let 
B. c B, be the subspace (xil...:xidl ldi1 -c... < id<n) of n-ary boolean forms of 
dzgdree d; B,,2 (B,, 1) is the linear space of quadratic (linear) forms. The degree of 
a boolean function f= @i=,fd withf,EB,,, is the maximal number d such that fd # 0; 
notation degf: All quadratic forms in this paper will be boolean quadratic forms. We 
write f=g (mod B,, 1) if f@ geB,, 1. To abbreviate formulae we suppress all A- 
symbols. We use the letters f; g, h, k for boolean functions, u, u, w for linear forms, x, y 
for boolean variables, a, b, c for boolean constants, z for boolean vectors, U, I/ for 
subspaces of B,, 1, and E, F for subspaces of Z;. 
The multiplicative complexity L( fi, . . . , fi) of a set of boolean functionsf, , . . . , fry B, 
is the minimal integer t for which there exist boolean functions gi,hi, ki in B, for 
i=l , . . . . t such that 
(2.1) hl>klE(xi,...,x,), g1 =hIkI and 
hi,ki~(gl,...,gi-l,xl, ...,x,>, gi=hiki for i=2, . . ..t. 
(2.2) fi, . . ..fiE<Sl. . . ..%.Xl, . . ..%I. 1). 
This recursion describes a circuit for fi, . . . ,fi with input variables x1, . . . . x,. It is 
sufficient that the constant 1 can be added in the final step (2.2). 
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For quadratic forms fi, . . , fi~B,,, 2 the level-one multiplicative complexity 
b(fI> ... , fi) is the minimal integer t for which there exist linear forms Ui, viEB,, 1 for 
i=l , . . . . t such that 
(2.3) fi,...,fr~(~l~l,...,~r~r,~l,...,~n). 
Obviously, L(fl ,..., fi)<L1(fi ,..., f*) for allf, ,..., fiEB,,2. 
If T: ;Z+Z’$ is a linear mapping and DEB,,, is a boolean function, we let f TEB, 
denote the function defined by (fT)(z)=f(Tz). If ~EB~,~ is a quadratic form thenfT 
may not be a form but there is a unique quadratic form gEB,,* which differs fromfT 
by some linear form, i.e.fT=g (mod B,, 1). We say T transformsfinto g, even though 
f T and g differ by a linear form. We always have L(fT) < L(f) since a circuit forfcan 
be transformed into a circuit for fT by replacing each variable xi by the linear form 
Xi T. We call two quadratic forms f; g E B,, 2 isomorphic, if there is a linear isomorphism 
T: Z;-Z; such that fT=g (mod B,,,). Clearly, if f and g are isomorphic then 
L(f) = L(g). 
Let Mm,JiZ2) denote the set of m x n matrices over .Z2. We identify points ZEZ”, 
with column vectors in M,,,(Z,) and linear forms UEB,,~ with row vectors in 
M,,,(Z,). Then the value u(z) coincides with the matrix product UZ. We associate with 
amatrix A=(ai,j)lsi,j~~ EM,,~(Z~) the quadratic formf,= oi~j ai,jxixjEB,,z. Then 
the corresponding boolean function fA : Z; +Zz satisfies 
fA(z)=zTAz for all ZGZ”,, 
provided that the diagonal entries of A are all zero. The matrix A represents the 
quadratic form fA. 
The mapping AwfA yields a vector space homomorphism $ : Mn,n(Z2)+Bn,2, 
$(A) =fA. The kernel of rl/ is the subspace of symmetric matrices including the 
diagonal matrices. $ is surjective. We have 
fA=fB o AOBissymmetric o A@AT=B@BT 
for all A, BEM,,,(Z,). Here AT is the transpose of the matrix A. We see that the 
matrices A @ AT are in l-l correspondence with the quadratic forms. We call A 0 AT 
the matrix corresponding to fA. 
We represent a linear mapping T: Z; --+Zy by the matrix zoM,,,(Z,) which satisfies 
T(z)=zz for all ZEZ;. 
LetfA6B,,2 be a quadratic form and let T: Z”, +ZT be a linear mapping. Then there is 
a uniquely defined quadratic formf,EB,, 2 such thatf, =fA T (mod B,, 1). We show that 
J$=&T~~. For this let the diagonal entries of A be all zero. Then we have 
fA(Z)=ZTAZ for all zEZ!J, 
~,(Tz)=z~~~Asz for all ZEZ”,. 
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This shows that the matrix zT(A @ AT)z corresponds to the quadratic form fAT 
(mod B,, 1 ). 
The dual mapping T* : B,, 1 -+B,, 1 of a linear mapping T: .Zl-+h$’ is defined by 
T*(u)=uT for all UEB,,~. 
The dual mapping T* and the mapping T are represented by the same matrix 
Sam,,,. We have for all row vectors UEB,,~ and all column vectors ZEZ”, 
T(z) = zz, T*(u) = ut. 
3. Complexity classes and isomorphism classes of quadratic forms 
We first analyze the L,-complexity of single quadratic forms and we later on prove 
that the complexity measures L and L1 coincide for single quadratic forms. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose the quadratic form f can be written f= @:,I~iui (mod B,,,) 
with UirUiEB”,1. ZfL,(f)=t then u1 ,..., u,,ul ,..., u, are linearly independent and f is 
isomorphic to @:=1xzi_1xzi. 
Proof. Suppose L,( @:= I uiVi)= t holds for the linearly dependent linear forms 
~1, .. . . u,,D~, . . . . u,. Without 10~s of generality (w.l.o.g.), let u,= @i<taiUi @ @:=I biui 
with ai,biEZz. We have 
& Uiui=L$ (ui @ biu,)(ui @ aiu,) (mod u,) 
i=l 
and thus L1 ( @ f = 1 UiUi) < t. This contradicts the assumption. 
If Ul,Ul, . . . ,ut, u, are linearly independent here is a linear isomorphism T on 
Z; defined by T*(ul)=xl, T*(ul)=xz, . . . . T*(u,)=x~~_~, T*(u,)=xzt. Ttransforms 
o:,lUiUi into Of=1Xzi_1Xzi. 0 
Lemma 3.2. For every boolean n x n matrix A=(ai,j) with @:=lx2i-lx2i= 
fA = @i,jai,jxixj we haue fR(A 0 AT)= t, where R(A @ AT) denotes the rank of 
A@ AT. 
Proof. Wehave~R(AOAT)=tforthematrixA=(ai,j)witha2i_1,2i=lfori=1,...,t 
and ai,j= 0 for all other entries. The claim follows from the equivalence fA =fs iff 
A@AT=B@BT. 0 
Lemma 3.3. For every boolean n x n matrix B we have fR(B 0 BT)= L,( fs). 
Proof. Let L,(f,)= t. Then there exist linear forms ul, . . . . u,, ul, . . . . u, such that 
fs=@:=lUiUi (modB,,,). By Lemma 3.1 the forms u1 ,..., ul,ul ,..., u, are linearly 
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independent andfs is isomorphic to @i= 1 Xii_ 1 xzi. Let A be a boolean n x n matrix 
such thatf, = @:= 1 Xii- 1 X2i. Sincef,,f, are isomorphic, there exists a regular matrix 
r such thatf,=J~,, (mod B,, 1), and thus we have B 0 BT=~T(A @ AT)t. By Lemma 
3.2 we have 
t=+R(A @ AT)=+R(B@ BT). 0 
We immediately obtain from the above Lemmata the following Theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let ,fEB,,2 and ~1, . . . . u,,u~, . . . . v,EB,,~ such that f= @:=lMivi 
(mod B,, 1). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L,(f)=t. 
(2) Ul,...,~,,Ul,..., c’, are linearly independent, 
(3) f is isomorphic to the canonical form @:= 1 Xzi- 1x2i, 
(4) for every boolean n x n matrix A with fA=f we have &R(A @ AT)=t. 
The equality L( f,)=iR(A @ AT) is based on the boolean congruence x2=x; it 
does not hold for quadratic forms in Z2 [x1, . . . , x,1. By Theorem 3.4(d) the rank of 
A 0 AT is even for all boolean n x n 
all symmetric boolean matrices that 
(bi,j) = A @ AT are skew symmetric, 
symmetric matrices have even rank.. 
matrices A. The matrices A @ AT range over 
have zero diagonal elements. These matrices 
i.e. bi, j= - bj, i. It is well known that skew 
Theorem 3.5. Every circuit that computes some quadratic form f with L(f) many 
A-gates has at most one level of A-gates. 
Proof (by contradiction). Let t be the minimal integer for which there is a circuit with 
t A-gates that has at least two levels of A-gates for some quadratic form f with 
L(f )= t. Consider a first A-gate of this circuit and let this A-gate compute the 
product uv of linear forms U,V. These forms must be linearly independent since 
otherwise we could eliminate this A-gate. By applying a suitable isomorphism 
T: Zi +Z; to the entries of the circuit we can transform U, v into the variables x1, x2. 
Thus, we can assume that u=xi, v=x2. The restriction x1 =0 eliminates the above 
A-gate from the circuit. Hence, L(J,, =o)<t- 1. On the other hand, we have 
L(J;,, =o)3t- 1 since one A-gate is sufficient to computeffromf;,,=O. This is because 
f=JxlzO 0 x1 w for some linear form w. So far we have shown that L(f;,, =o)=t- 1. 
By the minimality of t every circuit which computesh x, = 0 with t - 1 A-gates has at 
most one level of A-gates. Thus, the restriction x1 = 0 yields a circuit for jiX, = 0 with 
only one level of A-gates. We see that the given circuit forf; as a circuit with inputs 
x1x2 and x1, . . . . x,, has only one level of A-gates. Therefore, f can be written as 
2-l 
(3.1) f= @ (aiXlX2 @ Ui)(bix,X, @ Ui)@CX1Xz (modB,,,) 
i=l 
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with linear forms ui, ui and constants ai, bi, c in Z2. Since deg(f)=2, we have 
( 
t-1 
deg @ (UiUi @ biui)xlx, <2, 
i=l > 
and thus O:,:(Uivi @ biUi)E(Xl,xz). 
This shows that the linear forms x1,x2, ui, . . . . ut_i, vi, . . . . ut_i are linearly depen- 
dent. On the other hand, we see from (3.1) that 
fE(XlXZ,U1Ul,...,~*-lUt~l,Xl,...,X,). 
Since the linear forms xi, x2, ul, . . . , I_+_ 1 are linearly dependent, Lemma 3.1 implies 
L1 (f) < t and thus L(f) < t, a contradiction. 0 
By combining Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we can in Theorem 3.4 replace the L1- 
complexity by the L-complexity. 
Theorem 3.6. The equality L1 (f) = L( f) holds for all quadratic forms f, and thus the 
characterization of L1 (f) in Theorem 3.4 also applies to L( f ). 
In particular, by Theorem 3.4(4) the multiplicative complexity L(f) off can be 
found in polynomial time from the coefficients aij of the quadratic formf= @i,jUijXiXj 
since L(f)=iR(A @AT) holds for the coefficient matrix A=(aij)rai,j<,,. From the 
equation L(f )=iR(A @ AT) we can easily determine the maximal multiplicative 
complexity of n-ary quadratic forms: 
We now introduce the important notion of the dual domain of a quadratic form. 
Let fg B,, 2 be a quadratic form and let f =fA for a matrix A EM,, .(Z,). The dual domain 
D(f) off is the subspace of B,, 1 that is generated by the row vectors of the matrix 
A @ AT. (Here we use the identification of linear forms in B,, 1 with row vectors 
in M,,.(Z,).) This is well defined since the matrix A @ AT is uniquely determined 
by f: In particular, the canonical form f= @:= 1 xlixzi_ 1 has the dual domain 
D(f) = (x1, . . . , x~~) = B2t, 1. It can easily be seen that 
dimD(f)=2L(f) 
holds for all quadratic forms f: For if f=fA then by definition of D(f) we have 
dim D(f) = R(A @ AT). Moreover, we see from Theorem 3.4(4) and Theorem 3.6 that 
R(A @ AT) = 2L( f ). 
The following Lemma shows that D(f) is the smallest subspace U c B,, 1 such that 
f can be written as f= OiUiui (mod&, 1) with Ui,ViEU. 
Lemma 3.7. Let f= @fZ1uiui (mod&,) with linear forms Ui,uiEB,,1 for i= 1, . . . . t. 
Then we have D(f)C(ul,ul, . . . . u,,u,> and o(f)=(ul,ul,...,ut,u,> ift=L(f). 
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Proof. Identifying the linear forms Ui and Ui with the corresponding row vectors we see 
that the quadratic form UiUi (mod&,) is represented by the matrix uTu,, i.e. 
f,:,, = airi (mod &, I 1 
for i= 1, . . . . t. Therefore, the matrices A and @ := 1 U’Vi represent the same quadratic 
form and thus 
This shows that every row vector of A @ AT is a linear combination of ui, ul, . . , u,, u,. 
Hence D(f)~(a~,ui, . . . . u,, 0,). If t=L(f) then the latter inclusion must be an 
equality since dim D(f) = 2,5(f) = 2t. 0 
The notion of dual domain extends in a natural way from quadratic forms to 
arbitrary boolean functions jkB,,. For &B, let D(f) be the smallest linear space 
U c B,, 1 such that f can be written, modulo a linear function, as a polynomial with 
inputs in U. It has been proved in [lo] that D(f) is well defined. In the case of 
quadratic forms this definition coincides with the above definition. An easy induction 
on the number of A-gates in boolean circuits shows that the lower bound 
holds for all boolean functionsfE&. 
Corollary 3.8. Let fi,f2 be quadratic forms. Then we have L(f, @f2)=L(fi)+L(fi) 
iff D(fi @fi)=D(fi) x D(f2) where x denotes the direct sum of linear spaces. 
Proof. (“+“): It follows from L(f, @f2)=L(fi)+L(f2) and dimD(f)=2L(f) that 
dimD(f, @f2)=dimD(f1)+dimD(f,). 
Therefore, and since D(fi Of2 )cspan(D(fi), D(f2)), we must have D(fi 0f2)= 
Wl) x W*). 
(“err): D(fr 0f2)=D(fi) x D(f2) implies 
(dimNf1)+dimD(f,))/2=Uf1)+Ufz). 0 
.W 0f2)=(dimWl O.fd)P= 
We call two quadratic forms fi,fi strict/y computationally independent if 
L(f, 0f2)=L(fl)+L(fi). If the quadratic forms I fi,f2 depend on disjoint sets of 
variables then Corollary 3.8 implies L(f, @f,)=L(f,)+L(fi) and thus 
L(fi,fi)=L(fi)+L(fi). 
According to Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 every quadratic boolean formfwith L(f) = t is 
isomorphic to the canonical form @ := 1 Xzi- 1 xzi. We will now describe a polynomial- 
time algorithm that finds a corresponding transformation. 
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Theorem 3.9. Every quadratic form f = @ 1 <j< i<n aijxixj in B, can be transformed 
within 2n3 bit operations into the isomorphic canonical form @:=l~zi-l~zi with 
t = L(f). 
Proof. We stepwise transformfinto a canonical form. Throughout these transforma- 
tionsfwill be represented by a lower triangular matrix, i.e. f= @i, jaijxixj with aij = 0 
for i <j. We disregard linear terms arising from linear transformations. The given form 
satisfies for k = m = 0 the equation 
(3.2) @ @ aijxixj= 6 
j<Zk ISj<idn i=l 
The sequence of transformations 
x2i- 1 XZi. 
terminates when the transformed form satisfies 
equation (3.2) for k = L n/2] and some m d k. 
We describe the recursion step from k to k + 1: If aij = 0 for all i, j with 2k <j < i, we 
are finished. Otherwise, if aij= 1, we exchange the variables Xi,Xj for xzk+2,x2k+ 1 and 
achieve a 2k + 2, 2k + 1 = 1. We transform f by the substitution 
Xzk+z:=Xzk+z 0 0 aj,2k+iXj. 
j>Zk+2 
This achieves 
ai,Zk+l:= 
i 
1 for i=2k+2 
0 for i>2k+2, 
and transforms aij for i > j > 2k + 1 as follows: 
(3.3) aij:=aijOai,2k+1aj,2k+2Oai,2k+2aj.2k+t~ 
We next substitute 
X2k+l:=X2k+1 0 0 aj,zk+zXj, 
j>Zk+Z 
and obtain ai, zk+2 = 0 for all i. This terminates the recursion step within 2n2 bit 
operations. 0 
Theorem 3.10. The fraction of 2n-ary quadratic boolean forms f that satisfy L(f) = n is 
n;r,1(1-2- =-I). Th’ f t LS rat ion is at least l/2 and is smaller than l/3. 
Proof. We have L( f )= n for the quadratic form f= 0 I<j<ii2naij~i~j iff the reduc- 
tion process in the proof of Theorem 3.9 transforms f into the canonical form 
o:= 1 Xzi- 1 Xzi. This is the case iff for k = 0, . . . , n - 1 there exists j > 2k + 1 such that 
aj,zk+l= 1 when starting the “reduction step” k+k+ 1. The “if-part” of the claim is 
clear. On the other hand, if aj, Zk + 1 = 0 holds for all j > 2k + 1 then the form does not 
depend on the variable x2,‘+ 1 and thus cannot be isomorphic to @~=1x2i_1x2i. 
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Consider the reduction process of Theorem 3.9 and let the initial coefficients 
Uij 1 <j< i<2n be independent and uniformly distributed over Z,. We see from the 
equation (3.3), that upon entry of the recursion step k-+k+ 1 the coefficients Uij with 
2k <j < i < 2n are independent. Therefore, the probability that Uj, 2k + 1 = 1 holds for 
somej>2k+l is l-2- (2n-2k-1). It follows that the fraction of 2n-ary forms that are 
isomorphic to @ r= 1 X2i _ 1 X2i is 
n-l 
n (l-2_ ,,,2y;.p.; . . . 
22”-‘-1 
22n-1 . 
q 
k=O 
4. The multiplicative complexity and computational independence of pairs 
of quadratic forms 
Due to the special field Z2 the complexity theory of pairs of boolean quadratic 
forms is rather different from the theory of pairs of bilinear forms as developed in 
[2, 31 for sufficiently large fields of coefficients. The multiplicative complexity of a pair 
of boolean quadratic forms (fAI ,fAZ) is closely related to the rank of its associated pair 
of matrices (A I @ A:, A, @ Al). The rank of a pair of boolean matrices has been 
characterized by Mirwald and Schnorr [5]. 
We first analyze the L,-complexity and we later on prove that the complexity 
measures L and L1 coincide for pairs of quadratic forms. For every pair of quadratic 
forms (fi,f2) we establish in Theorem 4.1 the existence of a quadratic form g such that 
L(fl>f2)=Lul Og)+Uf2 Os)+Ud and L(f,)=L(A@g)+L(g) for i=l,2. 
These equations describe an L,-minimal circuit for (fi,f2) consisting of two L- 
minimal circuits forfr andf2 with a common subcircuit for g. 
Theorem 4.1. For every pair of quadratic formsfi , f2 EB,, 2 there exists gE B,, 2 such that 
Ll(fl,f~)=L(f~ Og)+L(f~@g)+L(g) and L(.O=L(f,Og)+L(g)for i=l,2. 
Proof. Let s=Ll(fi,f2). There exist linear forms Ui,viEB,,l for i= 1, . . ..s such that 
We can permute the products u1 vl, . . . , u,v, such that 
(4.1) fi= & Uivi (modB,,,) 
i=l 
(4.2) f2= 6 Uivi (mod B,,,) 
i=sr+ 1 
holds for some integers s1,s2 with s2 bsl. 
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If L(f,)=s, and L(_&)=s-s2, we can take for g the function 
g= ~ UiVi. 
i=s2+ 1 
This function g has the desired properties since L(f, @ g) = sl, L(f2 @ g) = s - s1 and 
L(g)=s,-sZ. Now suppose that either L(f,)<s, or L(f*)<s-s2. By symmetry 
we can assume that L(f,)<s,. We conclude from (4.1) and Lemma 3.1 that 
Ul, ..., U s,, vl, . . . , v,, are linearly dependent. Thus we can assume w.1.o.g. that 
s,-1 
USI = @ (UiUi @ bivi) 0 b,,u,, with ai, bt~Z*. 
i=l 
This implies 
s, - 1 
.fl= O (UiObivs,)(uiO aivs,) (mod&,l). 
i=l 
Moreover, 
S,_l 
$I uivi= @ (Ui @ biv,,)(Ut 0 atv,,) 
i=s2+1 i=s*+l 
O us, Us, 0 0 (aiui 0 biui) (mod&,l). 
( 
s1- 1 
i=s2+1 > 
This yields a new representation forfi,f2 by formulae (4.1), (4.2) with 
s,-1 
syw=sl - 1, sl”“=sz, u ~~w=U,I @ @ (UiUi @ btoi), 
i=s2+1 
UyW = Uio btvs,, U~ew=Vi~UtV,, for i=l,..., si-1. 
We can repeat this transformation at most s times since each step decreases the 
number s2 - s1 . If this transformation is not applicable we have 
L(f,)=s, and L(f2)=s-s2. 
In this situation we can take for g the function g = @ 51,, + 1 Ui vi as has been explained 
above. 0 
A quadratic form h helps in computing f if L(f) = L(f@ h)+ L(h). Thus the 
quadratic form g in Theorem 4.1 helps in computing bothf, and&. In order to find 
such a form g it is important to have for fixedfa neat description of all pairs of linear 
forms u, v such that uv helps in computing f: By Corollary 3.8 these forms u, v must 
satisfy D(uv)cD(f), and thus u, v~D(f). Theorem 4.2 characterizes the set of these 
linear forms u,v in the case that fis a canonical form. 
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We associate with the canonical formf= @f= 1x2i_ ixzi the bilinear form 
i=l 
where Ui, Ui~Zz are the coordinates of u = 0:: 1 UiXi and u = 0 ~~ 1ViXi. ar(u, u) is the 
parity of the number of monomials Xzi- ixzi with 1 <i< t of uu. By definition xixj is 
a monomial of the quadratic form oi,jcijXiXj iff cijo cji= 1. Let A be a matrix 
representing the canonical form f; i.e. f=fA then 
@r(U, u)= u(A 0 AT)uT 
holds for all u, UE B2t, 1. 
Theorem 4.2. For the canonical form f=@:=1x2ixli-l and u,u~D(f) we haue 
L(f @ uu) = t - 1 iff uu has an odd number of the monomials x2i_ 1 X2i with 1 <i < t, i.e. 
ifS@f(U,U)= 1. 
Proof. We first consider the case that x1 x2 is a monomial of uu and we later on reduce 
the general to this special case. We are going to simplify u by various isomorphic 
transformations without changing f (mod Bzt, 1). We can achieve u1 = 1 and ui =0 by 
possibly interchanging u and u, and the variables x1,x2. Next we apply various 
isomorphisms Tj on Z$’ for j = 3, . . . ,2t that are defined by the substitution steps 
1 
X1 I= X1 @ Xj 
Ty: Xj_1:=Xj_loX2 if j is even. 
Xj+l:=xj+i@xz if j is odd 
We see that the forms unew = T?(u) and Pew = T?(u) have the new coefficients 
new _
u2 - 
i 
UZOUj-1 if j is even new _ 
~2 @I Uj+ 1 if j is odd, 
u2 - 
i 
u20Uj-l if j is even 
~2 @ uj+l if j is odd, 
ujnew = Ujo 1. 
The other coefficients ui, Vi remain unchanged. The transformation Tj does not change 
the canonical form f and preserves the condition u1 = 1, u1 =O. It is important that Tj 
preserves CJ~(U, u), the parity of the number of monomials xai- 1 X2i of uu. This can be 
seen immediately since u1 = 1, u1 =O, j3 3. 
We recursively apply Tj for the minimal number j23 with Uj= 1. In this way we 
transform u into either x1 or xi @ x2. In the latter case the substitution x1 := x1 0 x2 
finally transforms u into xi. Therefore, we can assume w.1.o.g. that u = x1 and in this 
case we have 
fouu=Xl(X20U)0 0 Xli_lXzi. 
i=2 
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We see that the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) 02 =O, 
(b) O:=~(U~i-~~~iOu~iu~i-~)=O, 
(c) the linear forms x1, x2 0 IJ, x3, . . . , x2t are linearly independent, 
(d) L(f@ uu)=t. 
The equivalence (a)o(b)o(c) is obvious; the equivalence (c)o(d) follows from 
Theorem 3.4 and L = L1. Conversely, these equivalences imply the claim 
@/(u,u)=l iff L(f@uu)=t-1. 
Now we reduce the general case to the case that x1x2 is a monomial of uu. If uu is 
linear then either u = 0 or u = 0 or u = u; the claim is trivial in each of these cases. It 
remains to consider the case that uu is nonlinear. Suppose that XiXj with i <j<n is 
a monomial of uv. By permuting the variable groups { X2i _ 1, X2i) for i = 1, . . . , t and 
interchanging variables Xzi_ 1, X2i we can transform uv, without changing f 
(mod Bzt, 1), such that either x1 x2 or x2x3 is a monomial of uu. If x2x3 is a monomial 
but x1x2 is not a monomial of uu, we apply the following substitution 
x3:=x3 0x1, x2:= x2 @ x‘$ 
This substitution does not change f (modB,,,,) and transforms uu such that x1x2 
becomes a monomial of uu. The substitution adds to uu the monomials x1 x2, x3 xq and 
further monomials that are not of the type Xzi- 1X2i. Therefore, @Ju, u), the parity of 
the number of monomials x2i- 1x2i of uv, remains unchanged. q 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 4.2 we have transformed the pair (f, uu) into a pair 
(f; x1 w) with WEB~~, 1. We can continue this transformation and transform w into 
either x2 or x3 without changing f and x1. We conclude that every pair (f, g) of 
quadratic forms with o(g)CD(f), L(f)= t and L(g)= 1 is isomorphic to either the 
pair (@:=1X2i-1xzi, ~1x2) or to the pair ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Here by definition 
two pairs (fi,f2), (fl;,f,) of n-ary quadratic forms are isomorphic if there is an 
isomorphism T on Z; such that f-T=fi T (mod B,, 1) for i = 1,2. 
Definition. Letfbe a quadratic form and let UC o(f) be a linear subspace. We callf 
nonlinear on U if there exist u,v~U with L(f@ uv)=L(f)-1; otherwise, we call 
f linear on U. 
This notion of linearity is justified by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let &B,,, with L(f) = t and let U c D( f) be a linear subspace with 
dim U = r. f is linear on U if and only if we can write f = 0: = 1 ui Ui (mod B,, 1) with 
linearly independent linear forms ul, . . ., u,, vl, . . , u, so that ul, . . ., u, is a basis of U. 
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Proof. We can assume that f=fA is the canonical form with L(fA) = t and n = 2t. 
(“a”): Let f be linear on U. We construct the desired representation off by 
induction on dim U. The claim is trivial if dim U = 0. We know from Theorem 4.2 that 
the equivalence 
L(f@ufI)=t-1 0 u(A@AT)zIT=l 
holds for all u, UE&, r. Since R(A @ AT)=2t, we can choose any nonzero u~EB~~, 1 
and we can find v~EL!I~~,~ such that uI(A @ AT)u:= 1. If U~EU andfis linear on U 
then u1 cannot be in U. We apply the induction hypothesis tof=f@ u1 u1 (mod BZt, r) 
and U:= UnD(f). We see from dimD(f)=dimD(f)-2 and uI,vI$D(f), u~EU, 
u1 $ U that dim U = dim U - 1. The construction obviously implies that fis linear on 
U. By induction hypothesis there is a desired representation forfand U: 
f= 6 nioi (mod BZr, 1). 
i=Z 
From this we obtain the desired representation for j 
f= @ UiUi (mod Bzt, 1). 
i=l 
In fact, ul, . . . . u, is a basis for U since Us, . . , u, is a basis for U, USE U - u and 
dim U=dim U+ 1. 
(“err): Let f= @:=rniOi (mod&,) with linearly independent linear forms 
Ul, ..-,Ut,~1,..., v, and U = (u 1, . . , u,). Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
Ui=X2i_l, Vi=X2ifOr i=l, ...) t. This is because we can transform u 1, . . . , u, by a linear 
isomorphism into x1, . . . , xzt. Now it follows from Theorem 4.2 that f is linear on 
U=(X,~_, 1 i= 1, . . ..r). For if U,VEU we cannot have L(f@ uu)=L(f)- 1 since uv 
has no monomial of the form xzi- 1 X2i. 0 
We call two quadratic forms ji,f2 (weakly) computationally independent if 
L1 (Jr ,f2) = L(f, ) + L(f2). Theorem 4.4 shows thatf, ,f2 are computationally indepen- 
dent iff either fi or f2 is linear on D(fi) n D(f2). 
Theorem 4.4. Let fi,f2 be quadratic forms in Bn,2, U=D(fI)nD(f2). Then the 
following holds. 
(1) Ll(fI,fi)=L(fI)+L(f2) ifleeitherf, orf2 is linear on U. 
(2) If L1 (fi ,fi) < L(f,) + L(f,), we can jind, in polynomial time, linear forms 
U,UE&~ such that L(fi@uv)=L(L)-1 for i=1,2. 
Proof. Suppose that L,( fi,f2)< L(fI)+ L( f2). By Theorem 4.1 there exists a quad- 
ratic form g such that L,(f,,f,)=L(f, Os)+L(f2 Og)+L(g) and 
L(f,)=L(f; @ g)+L(g). We know from Corollary 3.8 that D(f;)=D(g) x D(fi 0 g) 
for i = 1,2. We see from L(g) 3 1 that fi and f2 are nonlinear on U. This proves the 
“if’‘-part of the equivalence (1). 
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Next we show how to find in polynomial time, linear forms u, UEB,, 1 such that 
L(fi @ uu) = L(J) - 1 for i = 1,2. We know from Corollary 3.8 that these forms satisfy 
a,uEU=~(fi)~X&). 
By Theorem 4.2 and since fi,f2 are isomorphic to canonical forms there exist 
bilinear forms Qf,(u,u) i= 1,2 such that for all u,uoD(fi) 
Qfi(u,u)= 1 iff L(fi @ uu)=L(fi)- 1. 
To find Gri we construct an isomorphism Ti on Z; that transforms fi into the 
corresponding canonical formx, i.e. J=fi Ti (mod B,, 1). Then the bilinear form Qfi is 
determined by 
@~,(U,u)=@~(UTi,uTi) for all u,uED(~~), 
where the bilinear form @J associated with the canonical formfi is given by Theorem 
4.2. To obtain the matrix representation for @I we use a matrix Ai representing the 
canonical form$=f,, and the matrix 5i representing the transformation Ti. We know 
from Theorem 4.2 that the bilinear form @I is represented by the matrix Ai @ AT, i.e. 
for all u,uE&i =A4i,,(Z2) 
@J(u,u)=u(Ai @ AT)uT. 
It follows that the bilinear form @~fuT,uT) is represented by the matrix 
Without loss of generality, let U = (x1, . . , x,) for some integer r; then we 
have Uj=Vj=O for j=r+l, . . . . n for all u, UEU. In order to find u, UE U such that 
L(fi 0 uo)=L(fi)- 1 for i= 1,2 we have to solve the equations 
UMiUT=l U,VEU for i=l,2. 
Let Mi be the submatrix of Mi consisting of rows and columns 1, . . . , Y. The matrix n;ii 
is nonzero sincefi is nonlinear on U. Therefore, the sets 
for i= 1,2 are proper subspaces of U. We have # U1, # U2 Q # U/2 and, since 
U1 n Uz #0, this shows that U1 u U2 is properly contained in U. To find a form 
UEU-U~UU~, weconstruct a basis w,,...,w,of Usuch that w,,...,w,isabasisof 
U1 n Uz and wl, . . . , w, is a basis of U1. It can easily be seen that u:= w, 0 w, is not in 
U1 u U2. We can find u in polynomial time. For this u the sets 
Vi,.={ V~U 1 Un;iiU’=O} 
for i= 1,2 are proper subspaces of U, and thus Vl,,,u V,,, does not cover U. We can 
find UE U - VI,, u V2,u by solving the two linear equations un;iiUT = 1 for i= 1,2. This 
proves (2) since we can find u, u in polynomial time. 
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It remains to prove the “only if”-part of the equivalence (1). This follows from the 
above proof. We have shown the existence of U, VEU such that L(J @ uv)=L(fi)- 1 
for i= 1,2 provided that fi and fi are nonlinear on U. 0 
We give two examples. The functions 
are both nonlinear on B 4, 1 =D(fi)nD(fi). By Theorem 4.4(l) this implies 
Ll(fi,fi)< 3. A corresponding circuit with 3 A-gates is as follows. 
fl =x,(x2 0 x3) 0 x3(x4 0 Xl), f2=x1(x~ox~)ox~(x~ox1). 
This example is quite similar to the well-known multiplication of two complex 
numbers using three real multiplications. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.4(l) the functions 
are computationally independent since fi depends linearly on the variables offi. This 
shows that 
The L,-complexity of ( fi , f2) is maximal for all pairs of forms fi , fi EB~(, *, as follows 
from Theorem 4.5. 
Theorem 4.5. max(L,(f,,f,)If,,f,EB,,2}=L3n/4J. 
Proof. Let ( fi, f2)EB,2, 2 be any pair with maximal L,-complexity. According to 
Theorem 4.1 there exists a form gE& such that 
Ll(fl,f2)=L(fl Og)+Uf, Og)+L(g), 
L(f,)=L(f;:@g)+L(g) for i=l,2. 
Since fi 0 g, f2 0 g are computationally independent, we know from Theorem 4.4(l) 
that either fi @ g or fi @ g is linear on U:= D(fi @ g)nD( f2 @ g). By symmetry we 
can assume that f2 @ g is linear on U. 
Then there exist in B,,, 1 linearly independent linear forms xi, yi for i = 1,. . . , r, Uj, Uj 
forj=l,..., s and wk for k=l,..., t such that 
i=l 
fi OS= 63 UjVj, f2@g= 6 ukwk. 
j= 1 k=l 
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The particular form offi @ g, fi 0 g is a consequence of Theorem 
n>2r+2s+t, tds<n/2 
L(f,,f,)=r+s+t$~+~~an. 
Hence L(fi,fi)<Ljn]. 0 
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4.3. We have 
The final theorem of this section shows that the complexity measures L and L1 
coincide for pairs of quadratic forms. Thus all the previous characterizations of 
L,(fr,f~) also hold for L(fi&). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 there exists a quadratic form gEB,,2 such that 
L(f,)=L(fi@g)+L(g) for i=l,2 and 
LI(fI,f2)=Ufi 0 g)+Uf* 0 g)+J%?). 
Let U =D(fr @ g)nD(fi @ g). By Theorem 4.4 eitherf, @ g orf2 @ g is linear on U. 
By symmetry we can suppose that fi @ g is linear on U. Let r=dim U, and 
t2= L(fi 0 g); we can assume w.1.o.g. that B,,r is the span of D(f,)uD(f,). By 
Theorem 4.3 there exist linearly independent forms ur, . . . . U,EU and 
vr, . . . , vZt2_,~B,,, 1 such that 
(4.3) f2=&) UiL’iOr~rv2i_I+rC2i+rOg (mod&,,). 
i=l i=l 
Without loss of generality, we assume that ur, . . . . u, and vr, . . . . v2t2_r are boolean 
variables. This can be achieved by applying tofI,f2 a suitable isomorphism. 
We are going to eliminate from an arbitrary circuit forfr ,f2 at least t2 = L(f2 0 g) 
A-gates in such a way that the transformed circuit still computes fi . This clearly 
proves 
To this end we successively substitute boolean functions for the variables 
01, .*.,v2tz-r. Consider a first A -gate of the given circuit for fr ,f2 that depends on 
some of the variables vr , . . . , vZt, _r, and let it depend on vi. At least one of the inputs of 
this A-gate depends on vi and it depends linearly on vi. Thus this input is of the form 
vi @ w @ h, where WE(V,, . . . . ~2~~-~) is a linear form that does not depend on vi, and 
heB, does not depend on the variables vr, . . . . v2f2_r. 
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We transformf, , f2 and the given circuit according to the substitution vi:= w @ h. 
The transformed circuit first computes w @ h and then replaces in all steps vi by w @ h. 
The above A-gate with input Vi @ w @ h will be eliminated. 
The substitution vi:= w 0 h does not changef, and g. This is because neitherf, @ g 
nor g depend on vi. The substitution may transformf, into a polynomial of arbitrary 
degree. 
The substitution Vi:= w @ h transforms the term yvi in (4.3) into yw @ yh, where 
r ui if i<r, Y= vi-l if i>r, i-r is even, Ui+l if i>r, i-r is odd. 
The substitution vi:= w @ h eliminates one of the tz products, namely yUi, from 
(4.4) f2 0 g= & UiVi @ ‘&’ Vzi- 1 +rVzi+r 
i=l i=l 
and replaces it by yh 0 yw. We can continue to eliminate A-gates from the circuit 
until the remaining t2 - 1 terms of the quadratic form (4.4) have all been cancelled. 
Each elimination step cancels at most one of the products in (4.4). It is important that 
the further elimination steps will not affect the new term yh @ yw. This is because 
h does not depend on any of the variables vj that are substituted later on, and since 
y remains unchanged. We also use that the additional terms yh @ yw do not interfere 
with the remaining t2 - 1 products in (4.4), for f2 0 g 0 yvi does not depend on the 
variable y. Therefore, we can at least eliminate t2 = L(f2 @ g) A-gates from the given 
circuit and the transformed circuit still computesf,. 0 
5. On the complexity of sets of quadratic forms 
Theorem 5.1. For every r with 9 <r < n/9 the fraction of r-tuples ( fi, . . . , ~,)EBL, 2 which 
satisfy L(f,, . . . . fr)<nJ/3 is at most 2-“‘I*. 
Proof. Every computation forfi, . , fi with at most t multiplications can be expressed 
by boolean functions hi, ki, gi for i = 1, . . . , t such that 
(5.1) h,,k,E(x,, . . ..xn). gl=h,k, and 
hi, kiE<g 1, . . ..Si-l>Xlt . . ..Xn). gi=hiki for i=2, . . . . t. 
(5.2) fi,..dE(gl ,... ,gt,X1,...,~d. 
We have 2”+‘-’ choices for each of hi and ki; this gives at most 22n+2i-3 distinct 
functions gi = hi ki (mod B,,, l). We see that there are at most 22nt+f2 t-tuples (gl, . . . , gt) 
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and thus we have at most 22nt+t2+rt r- uples (fi, ...,fi)~B’,,* such that L(f,, . . ..fi)<t. 
On the other hand. 
To prove the claim it remains to verify the inequality 
2nt+t*+rt<(n*-n)r/2-w/2 
for t < n$/3 and 9 d r d n/9. This inequality holds for all t d n&/3 since it holds for 
t=nd/3 provided that n>81. 0 
We know from Sections 3 and 4 that the complexity measures L and L1 coincide for 
single quadratic forms and for pairs of quadratic forms. It is open whether 
L(f1, ..., f*)=L1(f1, ...? fi) holds for all sets of quadratic forms fi, . . . , fi. It is not 
known whether the use of nonquadratic polynomials can decrease the number of 
A-gates in circuits for sets of quadratic forms. Computations which do not use 
higher-degree polynomials are computations with all multiplications on the first level. 
By Theorem 5.1 the circuit complexity of almost all sets of n-ary quadratic boolean 
formsf,, . . ..fi is nonlinear in n. Sets of quadratic forms are the simplest type of n-ary 
boolean functions with this property. For instance, an easy argument shows that every 
set of r n-ary linear boolean forms can be computed with no more than 2’+ n -2 
additions. Therefore, the circuit complexity of (log n)-tuples of n-ary linear forms is at 
most 2n. On the other hand, the L-complexity of higher-degree boolean polynomials 
is harder to analyze than that of quadratic forms. We conclude that sets of quadratic 
boolean forms are the right test point for either proving nonlinear circuit complexity 
lower bounds or for understanding the reasons that such bounds may be unprovable. 
Strassen [ll] observed that the multiplicative complexity of a set of quadratic 
forms is closely related to the rank of a corresponding tensor. We adapt Strassen’s 
exposition to boolean forms. We define the rank R((U) of an r-tuple ‘QI = (A,, . . . , A,) of 
boolean n x n matrices as the minimal integer t for which there exist n x n matrices 
T 1, . . . , T, with rank 1 such that A,, . . , A,E( T1, . ., T,). There is a natural way to 
identify 2I with an n x n x r tensor. 
Theorem 5.2(l) shows that the L,-complexity of the quadratic forms fA,, . . . . fA, 
equals the minimal rank of all tensors 2t @ 6, where 6 ranges over all symmetric 
tensors. Therefore, lower bounds to the L-complexity of sets of quadratic forms also 
hold for the ranks of all corresponding tensors 2I @ 6. So far we do not have any 
example of a sequence of n x n x r tensors with coefficients in Z, such that a lower rank 
bound has been proven that is nonlinear in n + r. Proving nonlinear lower bounds to 
the tensor rank by itself may be an infeasible task. By Theorem 5.2 this task is easier 
than proving nonlinear lower bounds on the L-complexity of sets of quadratic forms. 
On the other hand, if nonlinear lower bounds to the tensor rank are provable, then 
nonlinear lower bounds to the L,-complexity are most likely provable, too. This 
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follows from the lower bound in Theorem 5.2(2) and the observation that 
R(2I @ ‘QIT)>nr/9 for almost all n x n x r tensors 2I. 
Theorem 5.2 (cf. Strassen [ll, Section 4, Theorem 4 and Corollary 51). For every 
r-tuple 91=(A1, . . . . A,) of boolean n x n matrices the following holds. 
(1) Ll(fA,, . . ..fA.)=min{R(% @ G)I G=GT}, where the minimum is taken 
over all r-tuples 6 = (S,, . . . , S,) of symmetric n x n matrices. Here let 
2l@G=(A, @S1,...,A,@S,). 
(2) +R(% CNT)dL,(.f~,, . . ..&+I 
Proof. (1) (“G”): Suppose there exist rank-l matrices Ti, . . . , T1 and symmetric 
matrices S,, . . . . S, such that 
A,@S, ,..., A,@S,E(T~ ,..., T,). 
Applying the homomorphism $: M,,n(Z’2)+Bn,z with $(A)=fA yields 
fA*r .. ..fA.E<fT,, .. ..fTt). 
Since L(&,)Q 1 for i= 1, . . . . t, this implies Ll(fA1, . . . . fA,.)<t. 
(“a”): If L1 (fA,, . . . , fA,) < t then there exist linear forms Ui, UiEB,, 1 for i= 1, . . . , t 
such that 
f A*,...,fA,~(Ul~l,...,UrUt,Xl,...,X,). 
There exist matrices Ti such that UiUi =fTi (mod B,, 1) and R( Ti) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , t. This 
implies 
f A*,...,fA,E(fT,, . ..>fTt). 
Since the kernel of Ic/ consists of symmetric matrices there exist symmetric matrices 
S1, . . , S, such that 
A,@S, ,..., A,@S,E(T~ ,..., T,). 
Hence R(cU @ G)<t. 
(2) We know from (1) that there exist symmetric matrices Sr, . . . . S, such that 
R( 2I @ G) = L1 ( fA, , . . . , fA,) holds for 6 = ( S1 , . . . , S,). It can easily be seen that 
R(2I @ G)=R(%‘@ GT). 
By the subadditivity of the rank we have 
R(2I @ 21T)=R(% @ 6 @ 21T @ GT) 
<R(%@ G)+R(aT@ GT) 
62R(%U 6)=2L,(f,,,...,f,J. 0
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By Theorem 3.4 we have 
Li(fJ=$R(A 0 AT). 
It is open whether this equality extends to the equality 
J%(fA1, ...> f,,)=fR(a 0 a’), 
with ‘%=(Ai, . . . . A,) for arbitrary sets of quadratic forms fA,, . . . , fA,. 
The following result shows that L1 (fi, . . . ,fr) is at least twice the average complexity 
of the functions in the subspace ( fi, . . . ,fr) generated by fi , . . . ,fi. 
Theorem 5.3. Let ( fi, . . . ,fi) c B,, 2 be the subspace that is generated by the quadratic 
forms fi , . ..A. Then LIUl, ...,.L)221-’ C~~~~l,...,~,.~Uf). 
Proof. Let L1 (fi , . . . ,fr) = t. Then there exist forms hI, . . . , h,EB,, 2 with L(hi) = 1 for 
i= 1, . ..) t such that 
<fiY . ..A> = (hi, . . ..h.). 
Thus, for all fE( fi, . . . ,fi) we can write 
f=i+I af,ihi, with af,iEzz, 
where for every i the map f t+ aS, i is a nontrivial homomorphism. Hence, for every 
i the coefficient a/,i is 0 (resp. 1) for exactly half of the f in ( fi, . . . . fi), i.e. 
#{f~(fi,...,fi>Iaf,i=1}~2’-‘. 
Summing this equality for i= 1, . . , t gives 
c L(f)<tY_’ 
~EUl+....I*> 
since L(f) Q # ( i 1 af, i = l}. This proves the claim. q 
Corollary 5.4. Letf,=o:,ax2i+,xZi+ZsEB2t+2rfor s=l,...,r. Then 
L,(fI,..., f,)>2t(l-2-*). 
Proof. We first show that L(f)= t holds for all nonzero forms f in ( fi, . . ..f*). The 
form f= 0 := 1a,fs can be written as 
f= 0 :r:X*i+l($ %Xx+2.). 
If (a 1, . . . . a,) is nonzero then the linear forms xzi+ 1 and @:= 1 asx2i+ zs for i = 1, . . . , t 
are linearly independent. Hence L(f) = t by Theorem 3.6. 
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Application of Theorem 5.3 yields 
L,(f,, ...,f*)>2t.(2r-1)2P’=2t(l -2-7. 0 
The lower bound of Corollary 5.4 is sharp for Y = 2 and even t. We have 
fi= 6 xZi-lxZi=Z (x4i-3(x4i-20x4i)Ox4i(x4i-l Ox4i-3)) 
i=l i=l 
f2= & 
t/2 f/2 
x2i-1x2i+2=0 X4i-3(X4i-2OX4i)O 0 x4i-1(x4iOx4i+2)Ofl~ 
i=l i=l i=l 
This gives an example of forms fi , f2EB,,, 2 with n=O (mod4) such that L,(fl,f2)=~n. 
We know from Theorem 4.5 that an is the maximal &-complexity for all pairs 
fi>fiE&,2. 
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